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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thank you, Executive Director Klejst. Good afternoon, everyone. Let’s get started. Next slide… 



Incident Overview
• Occurred at the Sunoco Nederland, TX 

crude oil terminal
• Aug 12, 2016, ~ 8:15pm CDT
• Flash Fire and Explosion during hot 

work activities (welding)
• 7 contractors injured (burn and impact 

injuries)
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Presentation Notes
A flash fire and explosion occurred at the Sunoco Nederland Texas crude oil terminal on August 12, 2016 at approximately 8:15pm CDT, while workers were conducting hot work (specifically welding) on a section of pipe. There were 7 contractors injured (none fatally) as a result of this incident. Next slide… 



Actions leading up to incident
• Expansion project – adding tanks and 

associated piping
• Started in April 2016
• Sunoco contracted L-Con for pipe 

fitting and welding work (for new and 
existing piping)

• Sunoco contracted CIS for project 
oversight and inspection services 
(job completion management and 
welding quality)
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Prior to the incident occurring, the Sunoco terminal was expanding their process capabilities, by adding more storage tanks and associated piping. This work began in April of 2016. To complete all the work associated with the expansion project, Sunoco hired many contractors. However, for the work associated with this incident specifically, Sunoco contracted L-Con to do pipe fitting and welding work for new and existing piping. Sunoco also contracted Cleveland Integrity Services, or CIS, for project oversight and inspection services – to manage job completion and inspect welding quality. Next slide… 



Actions leading up to incident
• Sunoco developed the scope of work 

with L-Con for which they were 
responsible

• Sunoco decided to drain crude oil 
(flammable) from existing piping but 
not to clean or inert the piping

• Decided that L-Con would isolate 
open ends of piping (that were in 
crude oil service) with isolation 
devices
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Before commencing their expansion project work, Sunoco, along with L-Con, jointly developed the scope of work for the project, for which L-Con would be responsible for completing. Before starting any hot work or welding on the piping, Sunoco decided they would drain the crude oil, which is flammable, from the existing, in-service piping. However, they decided not to clean or inert the piping prior to conducting hot work. Instead, it was decided between Sunoco and L-Con that they would isolate the flammable crude oil inside the pipe from the external welding work by utilizing isolation devices in the open ends of the piping segments. Next slide… 



Actions leading up to incident
• L-Con subcontracted CARBER to 

cold cut the piping (that contained 
crude oil) and install their company 
specific piping isolation devices

• CARBER markets their isolation 
devices to be leak free if the tool is 
used and monitored according to 
their policies/procedures
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In order to facilitate the installation of the isolation devices in the open ends of piping per their plan, L-Con subcontracted CARBER to install their company specific piping isolation devices. Because the piping was not going to be cleaned or inerted prior to conducting hot work, Sunoco and L-Con depended and relied on the efficacy of the CARBER isolation devices to maintain positive isolation from the flammable crude oil inside the pipe. CARBER marketed their isolation devices to be leak free if the tool was used and monitored according to their policies and procedures. Also, since the piping was known to contain flammable crude oil, CARBER was subcontracted to “cold cut” the piping to make the necessary piping modifications needed for the project. Cold cutting is a method used to cut pipe that does not generate heat or sparks and is not classified as hot work. Cold cutting the piping was the preferred method of cutting the pipes, since they still contained residual flammable crude oil. The cold cutting was conducted prior to the installation of CARBER’s isolation devices. Next slide… 



Actions leading up to incident
• CARBER tool
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CARBERs isolation device differs from isolation devices in industry, widely known as plumbers plugs, because they are designed to monitor the pressure in the system, monitor the efficacy of the seals on the device, and provide ventilation of the equipment through a center vent line to prevent overpressure in the equipment while it is isolated. Next slide… 



Actions leading up to incident
• Piping modifications
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This diagram shows the locations where the piping was cold cut and where CARBER’s isolation devices were installed. The piping modifications required 3 cuts in order to install the necessary flanges on the cut ends of the pipe. These flanges were installed to facilitate the addition of spool pieces that would provide the terminal with the capability to direct crude oil flow through existing piping to the newly installed tanks. Next slide… 



Actions leading up to incident
• Two days before the incident 

– Flanges on piping removed
– Sunoco drained the pipe of crude oil 
– Left residual in the pipe – pipe not 

cleaned
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Two days before the incident, per the established work plan between Sunoco and L-Con, the piping was opened and drained of crude oil by Sunoco personnel. Since the pipe was only drained and not cleaned, the pipe still contained residual crude oil. Next slide… 



Actions leading up to incident
• Day before the incident

– CARBER cold cut the pipe (due to 
flammability of residual crude oil in the 
pipe)

– CARBER installed their CARBER 
isolation tools
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The next day, on August 11, 2016, CARBER cold cut the pipe, per plan, and began to install their CARBER isolation devices to seal off the flammable atmosphere inside the pipe from the upcoming welding activities. As shown in the diagram, the CARBER isolation devices were installed at locations A, B, and C and are depicted in orange. Next slide… 



The Incident
• To prepare for hot work, CIS (authorized 

on behalf of Sunoco) issued a hot work 
permit to L-Con to begin welding the 
flanges onto the piping (at location A, B, 
& C)
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On August 12, 2016, on day shift, in preparation for the welding work, Sunoco issued a hot work permit to L-Con for them to begin welding on the flanges to complete the required piping modifications. As you can see on the diagram, the new flanges, depicted in red, were welded onto the ends of the cut piping, at locations A, B, and C. Next slide… 



The Incident
• L-Con began welding (morning before 

the incident) the flanges onto the piping 
(outer surface of the pipe/flange)
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The morning before the incident occurred, L-Con began welding the flanges onto the cut ends of the piping as shown in the previous slide. In order to secure the flanges to the piping, the outside and inside diameter must be welded. The morning before the incident occurred, L-Con began welding on the outer surface, or the outside diameter of the piping and flange. Next slide… 



The Incident
• L-Con completed welding on outer 

surface of pipe/flange during the day 
shift of Aug 12, 2016

• After receiving the hot work permit & 
conducting their JSA, L-Con welders 
began welding the internal surface of 
the flanges to complete the welding job

• After ~15min of welding, a flash fire and 
explosion occurred, injuring the 
contractors in the area
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Before the end of the day shift on August 12, 2016, L-Con completed their welding of the outside diameter of the piping and flange. The hot work permit for L-Con’s welding work expired at the end of the shift. Therefore, when the night shift came in, they were issued a hot work permit by CIS (as authorized by Sunoco) that authorized L-Con to conduct the remaining welding during their shift. After receiving their permit and conducting their job safety analysis, L-Con welders then began welding the inside diameter of the piping and flanges to complete securing the flanges to the piping. After approximately 15 minutes of welding, a flash fire and explosion occurred, injuring the welders and other contractors in the area. The explosion, caused by the ignition of the confined flammable material inside the pipe, resulted in CARBER’s isolation devices being ejected from the open ends of the pipe. When the isolation devices were ejected, a flash fire occurred where the flame quickly blew out of the open end of the pipe. Next slide… 



Identified Safety Issues
• Per OSHA & NFPA:

– Hot work is prohibited on equipment that 
contains or has contained 
flammable/combustible material

– Equipment shall be cleaned or inerted 
(with inert gas like Nitrogen) and tested 
prior to conducting hot work to ensure 
the atmosphere inside the equipment is 
not flammable
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During the CSB’s investigation of this incident, we were unable to definitively determine the source of ignition of the flammable vapor in the pipe. However, we conclude that hot work should not be conducted on equipment that contains or has contained flammable or combustible material. This is because isolation devices may leak unknowingly, the heat from hot work (such as welding) may ignite the flammable material inside the equipment, or a multitude of other possibilities may occur. This is also in line with OSHA and NFPA requirements and guidelines. Both OSHA and NFPA state that equipment shall be cleaned or inerted (with inert gas such as nitrogen) and tested prior to conducting hot work to ensure the atmosphere inside the equipment is not flammable. Over the years, the CSB has conducted investigations on many hot work related incidents and it is evident that taking measures to eliminate the flammable or combustible atmosphere (by removing the material or inerting it) in the presence of known hot work can prevent these incidents from occurring again in the future. Next slide… 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This concludes the overview of the Sunoco Nederland terminal incident. I will now hand it back over to Executive Director Klejst. 

http://www.csb.gov/
https://www.youtube.com/profile?user=USCSB
https://twitter.com/chemsafetyboard
https://www.facebook.com/pages/US-Chemical-Safety-Board/236364469761886
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